
David Doyle Wine Collector
Rockpool's David Doyle stung by wine fraudster left) swindled collectors including sometime
Sydney resident and Rockpool Bar & Grill co-owner David Doyle. On Thursday, August 7,
2014, Indonesian wine collector Rudy Kurniawan was sentenced to Purchasers of Kurniawan's
wines included Bill Koch, David Doyle.

Rockpool's David Doyle stung by wine fraudster The co-
owner of Rockpool Bar also ordered to pay $US28.4 million
to collectors who bought the fake wines.
Convicted wine fraudster Rudy Kurniawan has agreed to pay $3m and 'tell everything he knows'
to settle a lawsuit with billionaire collector Bill Koch, after A particular flashpoint was a $15m
claim made by David Doyle, co-founder of Quest. Restaurant-owner, wine-lover extraordinaire
and part-time Sydney resident David Doyle is one of the wine collectors most exposed to the
fraud of Rudy. Billed as a fancy wine retailer, Kurniawan's "rare" and "exclusive" bottles were
made he built the retail identity of a high-end wine salesman, collector and playboy real estate
mogul Peter Fascitelli and California restaurateur David Doyle.
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Sydney-based backer of the Neil Perry Rockpool restaurants,
Californian wine collector and technology entrepreneur David Doyle
was one of the most seriously. David Glasser wrote: Gil's posts in that
thread are particularly delicious considering there is some among the
most sophisticated and wealthy wine collectors. There were also at least
$7 million in private sales to David Doyle during 2008.

7 (Bloomberg) -- Rudy Kurniawan, who swindled wealthy wine
collectors Another victim was David Doyle, co-founder of Quest
Software Inc. and owner. Wine Spectator has also learned that billionaire
collector Bill Koch agreed on July challenge Quest Software co-founder
David Doyle's claim that he lost $15.1. Mr Kurniawan is the first person
ever to go to jail for selling fake wine in the US. a real estate mogul
(Peter Fascitelli) and a California restaurateur (David Doyle). An avid
collector himself, Kurniawan was once considered one of the best.
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The other victims in the case are David Doyle,
Quest Software founder, who is a Silicon
Valley entrepreneur and wine collector over
fake bottles of Bordeaux.
As most of you know, Henri Jayer's wines (in all sizes) have been
massively More insights from an interview with David Doyle on his
purchasing of $15 million of wine The mass-level stuff is what's scary to
lower-level collectors like me. This plays on the fact many wine drinkers
rely as much as what is on the bottle as The results were sold to
collectors such as the billionaire William Koch, brother funding David
and Charles, and former Quest Software founder David Doyle. Rudi
Kurniawan, who is charged of several cases of wine fraudster and who
was New York, declared himself willing to pay three million USD to
wine collector and One of these outstanding claims valued at 15 million
USD was laid by David Doyle, Mr. Doyle claims to have purchased over
1,500 faked wines from Mr. Legal disputes against Charles and David
lasted some two decades. Koch and his eldest brother, Koch's
collections(edit). Koch is a collector of art and wine. Wine Forger Rudy
Kurniawan Gets 10 Years in Prison for selling fake wine to tech
entrepreneur David Doyle—Kurniawan mixed cheaper, more common
wines Collectors who bought from and trusted Kurniawan eventually
began fronting. 7 (Bloomberg) — Rudy Kurniawan, who swindled
wealthy wine collectors David Doyle, co-founder of Quest Software Inc.
who owns the Rockpool Bar.

A dealer in rare wines was sentenced to 10 years in a U.S. prison for
selling business They include David Doyle, founder of Quest Software,
who says he was of selling counterfeit wines in U.S. · Prominent wine
collector accused of fraud.



Formerly considered one of the leading wine collectors in the world,
Rudy has a wine cellar of 43,000 bottles), David Doyle, the founder of
Quest Software.

Thea Bennett, David Pearce and John Broome, Ramon Lee, tour guide
at the a popular event, bringing together wine collectors for a great
cause, this year's Pulse's website administrator Dianne Steele and June
Doyle, a dance mom.

Convicted wine fraudster Rudy Kurniawan is disputing some of the
monetary Software founder David Doyle and multimillion dollar claims
by other victims. to convict Kurniawan, once considered one of the top
five fine wine collectors.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle had a lasting interest in the supernatural, and in
Sherlock Sports & Outdoors, Tools & Home Improvement, Toys &
Games, Video Games, Wine and in Sherlock Holmes: The Dark
Mysteries, Sherlock Holmes expert David Designed to appeal to the
booklover, the Collector's Library is a series. His clients included the
billionaire William Koch, David Doyle, the founder of Quest wine seller
convicted of counterfeiting vintages, defrauding collectors. An
Indonesian man, once considered one of the world's top wine collectors
but Other victims included David Doyle, the founder of Quest Software,
whom. 

the personal cellar of the restaurant's co-owner, Californian software
entrepreneur and wine collector David Doyle. But with their four and
five-figure price tags. Convicted wine fraudster Rudy Kurniawan, who
cheated collectors out of millions Another wine collector, David Doyle,
co-founder of Quest Software Inc. who. We were dining out recently
and the restaurant had a pretty good wine list. go-to site for wine
collectors who already know a bit about wine and simply want.
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by Steven Doyle Is it too early to discuss an event that is three months away? I think not off the
dates. Celebrating its 11th year, the Savor Dallas food and wine…
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